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Familiar Starting Point

 Basic Capacity Market Paradigm

 Mandatory Reliability Requirements + Capped Energy 
Pricing Result in Insufficient Revenues or Missing Money

 Capacity Markets  Are Used to Supplement Income

 Market Mechanisms Are Utilized to Implement Pricing 
and Quantity.



The Complications

 Like Most Market Mechanisms, Capacity Markets are 
Subject to the Exercise of Market Power

 Highly Concentrated Supply and Demand

 Supply Can Physically or Economically Withhold—Raising 
Prices

 Demand Can Promote Uneconomic Entry and Price 
Discrimination—Lowering Prices



Hot Topic—Uneconomic Entry
 Uneconomic entry drives down prices for all market buyers. 

(“Buyer Market Power”)

 Where steep or vertical demand curves are used, small 
increases in supply result in very large decreases in price. 

 E.g. PJM demand curve has 20% price decrease for every 1% 
increase in supply. For 140,000 MW at target price of ~$250/ 
MWD adding 1400 MW (annual cost $128 million) decreases 
annual cost for existing 140,000 MW by ~$2.6 billion. 

 Short term “savings” offset unneeded additional capacity 
costs to the party exercising market power



Uneconomic Entry—2 

 But “savings” are not real, they reflect transfers from 
sellers to buyers, resulting in distorted prices, 
consumption and higher overall costs
 E.g. N.J. companies put on negative credit watch the same 

day as governor signed subsidy legislation

 Nonetheless, the resulting “savings” are very tempting 
for the exercise of buyer market power

 Powerful incentives for out of market subsidies by states 
or local regulatory authority



Uneconomic Entry—3 
 States and/or local regulators play a key role in most 

strategies

 In contestable retail markets the party exercising market 
power via uneconomic entry is disadvantaged by higher 
average costs despite savings

 Use of tariff or other non-bypassable charges completes an 
effective buyer market power strategy 
 Requires explicit or implicit state/regulatory agreement



Is a Little Subsidy Ok?

 But isn’t it ok to “pick winners” and subsidize them for other 
state social purposes?
 Solar/Wind Local RECs?
 Employment?
 Demand Response?

 The proverbial slippery slope. Who decides, where does it 
end?

 The numbers are huge: 
 PJM 2026 Scenario for Solar and Wind
 52,000 MW nominal; 10,330 UCAP; 5.2% of target requirement



Is a Little Subsidy Ok?—2 

 Private entry is not sustainable with these levels of 
subsidized entry

 5% “extra” drives the demand curve to zero (assuming a 
single year)

 The reasonable expectation is that prices will remain at 
or below target levels, which is the  average  income 
needed over time. 

 No one would ever invest without OOM support

 The only issue is the scale of OOM activity



Is a Little Subsidy Ok?—3

 The closer you get to  the “right” pricing, the slower 
the degradation of the market, but it still remains a 
slow motion train wreck with price discrimination and 
no private entry.

 The perverse result is the slower the degradation, the 
more infra-marginal payments are made to existing 
supply without achieving the necessary new entry

 By paying just short of the “right” amount you get the 
worst result, high prices and transfers to existing 
suppliers and no private entry, only continued subsidies



What Happens at after the Wreck?

 Ultimately this type of price discrimination is a form of 
a “taking” from the existing supply

 Even though payments and costs will rise for each new 
OOM resource, existing supply will be forced out and/or 
be discriminated against

 Without a viable private market and entry, the question 
ultimately will become a fight over the “taking” versus 
condemning and repurchasing existing supply

 The only question is how long until this occurs
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